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Int.roduction
High speed gearing. operating with [ow viscosity lubri-

cants. is prone to a. failure mode called scoring. In contrast
to the classic failure modes. pitting and breakage, which
generally take time 'to develop. scoring occurs early in the
operation of a gear set and can be the limiting factor in the
gear's power capability.

Scoring is a form of surface damage on the tooth flank,
which occurs when overheating causes the lubricant film to
become unstable allowing meta] to metal contact. Local
welding is initiated and the welded junctions are torn apart
by the relative motion of the gear teeth resulting in radial
score marks. Figs, 1, 2 and 3 illustrate degrees of the scoring
phenomenon. Light scoring. which does not progress, may
be acceptable, but heavier scoring can destroy the tooth pro-
tile and lead to pitting and breakage. Also, scoring can result
in noisy operation and the release of metallic parides into
the lubrication system.

The American Gear Manufacturers Association Aerospace
Gearing Committee has been investigating the scoring
phenomen for many years. AGMA Information Sheet 217.01,
"Gear Scoring Design Guide for Aerospace Spur and Helical.
Power Gears," October, 1965, isa widely used method for
predicting scoring based on Professor Blok's Hash temperature
index concept. (1l The Scoring Information Sheet is currently
being updated and this paper is a review of the changes and
additions being made ..

[naddition to the flashtemperatur,eapproach, the
minimum film thickness concept will be covered in the new
publication. In 'the minimum film thickness approach, an
elastohydrodynamic film thickness is calculated and com-
pared to the asperity height to determine whether the lubri-
cant film is adequate.

Fig. 1- tight Scoring

Rg. l-Me<krate Scoring

fla.sh Tem.perature Index
The critical tota1temperature hypothesis (flash temperature

index) appears Ito be the most reliable method of analysis
presently used to predict scoring. It states that scoringwilJ
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.Rg. 3- Typical He4IVYScoring f - Friction coefficient

VI = Rol1ing velocity of pinien at point of con-
tact, fps

V1. = Rolling velocity of gear at point of contact,
fps
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occur when a critical total temperature, which is ,charaderistic
of the particular combination of lubricant and gear material,
is reached.

Tf = Tb + ~T

Tf .. Flash temperatur index, of

Tb = Gear blank temperature, 0f

,~T - Maximum rise of instaruan ous surface
temperature in the tooth m sh above the
gear blank's surfaee temperature,

The gear blank temperature is difficult to estimate. It may
be signincanUy higher than the bulk oil. temperature.(2) The
heat transfer capability of the gear must be ccnsidered in at-
tempting to estimate this parameter.

Often the blank. temperature is approximated as the
ave.r,ageof the oil temperature entering and leaving the
gearbox.

One f.orm of the fundamental flash temperature index f.or~
mula is:(Jl

where

r, - T b + __ C--,f,--f_.W_'._(_V...:,l_-_V..:;-z ....) __

(.JV; + .JVJ .../Be/2

where Cf = Material. constant for oonductivity, density
and specific heat

Be ., Width of band of contact

W == Specific leading, normal load divided by
face width, Ibs./in .

for steel on steel gears, taking Cr as 0.10528, f as a con-
stant 0.06 and adding a term 'taking surface finjsh into
account(21 the fonowing equation results, (4)

T, - T. + [ ~. r[SO ~ 5 1 z. (n,)112

where: W t1! Effecti.ve tangential load, lbs,

Fe = Effective face width (use minimum con-
tact length for helical gears), in,

S == Surface .finish (after runnjng in). RMS

Pinion RPM

Zt = Scoring geometry factor

.0175 .,r,; -~l
[cos's~ 3/4[- ep,.eg]1/4

ep + e.
Note: Use absolute value of Zt -
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Pinion radius of curvature, in.] See

Gear radius of curvature, in. .Appendix I

Number of pinion teeth (smaller member)

Number of gear teeth (larger member)

xit = Pressure angle, transverse operating

50
The 50 - s term was developed by KelIy!2J in an experi-

mental program using gears with surface finish in the range
of 20-32 RMS. For gears with surface finish rougher than this
range, if the computed value exceeds 3,. a factor of 3 should
be used. For gears with surface finishes finer than 20, the
resulting computed factor may be conservative.

The term Wte must be adjusted to allow for the sharing
of load by more than one pair of teeth. The following
analysis, which modifies the tooth load depending on the
position of the gear mesh along the line of action, was
developed by Dudley using spur gears of standard propor-
tions. If a more accurate prediction of tooth load sharing is
available to the reader .it would be appropriate to use that
analysis.

Wte = KWt

where WI = Tangential tooth load, Ibs.

1. Unmodified tooth profiles

K = 113- 113 [ 8 + 8LD 1
al + aLD

K = 1.0

at ~ a~8H

K - 113 + 113 [:~ : ee
H

]

9H < 8 ~ 80

2.. Modified tooth profiles

A. Pinion driving

K = ~ [~. ~:L~]
'8LD ~ 8 < '8L

K = 1.0

',0 Gear Technology

B. Pinion driven by gear:

K =:L ~r81
7 + 7 L8L 8

LDJ..18LD

K = 1.0

a < 8 < '8H

K = ; [:: ~ a
8H]

8H < a ~ eo
where e Any pinion roll angle (see appendix), radians

8LD - Ron angle at the pinion limit (form) diameter,
radians

8L Roll angle at the lowest point of single tooth
contact on the pinion, radians

eH Roll angle at the highest point of single tooth
contact on the pinion, radians

90 - Roll angle at the pinion outside diameter,
radians

A modified tooth profile would be one which has tip
and/or flank relief rather than a true involute form.

The flash temperature index should be calculated at five
specific points on the line of action and at several additional
points of contact. The five specific points are:
1. Outside diameter of pinion
2 .. Highest point of single tooth contact
3. Pitch point (flash temperature rise will be zero since there
is no sliding)
4. Lowest point of single tooth contact
5. Form (contact diameter) of pinion.

Fig. 4 is a typical plot of flash temperature rise along the
line of action.

The most convenient way to generate a plot, such as shown
in Fig, 4, is by the use of a computer program. By stepping
through successive roll angles, the Flash Temperature Index
can be calculated at many points. From Fig. 4 it can be seen
that there will be two peaks, one during the arc of approach
{pinion form diameter to pitch diameter) and one during the
arc of recess (pinion pitch diameter to outside diameter), In
order to achieve the minimum flash temperature index, the
flash temperature rise in the arc of approach should be equal
to the rise in the arc of recess. An optimum tooth design can
be achieved by the use of long and shortaddendums, The
computer program, starting with standarcladdendums
(l/Diametral Pitch), automatically varies the pinion and
gear addendums in defined increments until the optimum
flash temperature is obtained. With the resuking long and
short addendum designs of this nature, standard tooth
thicknesses are no longer applicable. If standard tooth
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thi.cknesses were utilized, an unbalance of bending stresses
between pinion and gear would result. To optimize the bend-
ing, stresses, the program enters a.second iteration procedure
which varies tooth thickness until hending stresses are
balanced.

Fig. 5 presents the results of an aerospace industry
survey") correlating scoring to flash temperature index.
From the data used in the study, it was assumed that a gear
set with a calculated index of 276°P, or less, represents a low
scoring risk. A calculated index ranging from 277°P to 338°F
represents a medium scoring risk where scoring mayor may
not occur, and a calculated index of 339°f and higher
represents a high scoring risk ..The data presented in Fig. S
reflects cases using SAE 9310 steel operating with Ml:l-L-7808
or MIl-l-23699 synthetic oil. The vi.scosity of these oils is
approximately 4-6 centistekes at 2000P and 18-30c,entistokes
at 100°F. Mineral oils such as light turbine oils, used in high
speed industrial applica.tions,. are more viscous and, therefore,
can tol.eratea. h:igher flash temperature i.ndex.

The equation for the flash temperature index assumes a
constant coefficient of friction of 0.06. If it is desir-ed to
calculate the coefficient of friction at each point on the line
of action. the following equation can be used.iSI

l I [= 3.17 x 108 ]!I" = 0.01270g10

#0 V. V/2/W I

where f = Coefficient of friction

#0 = Absolute viscosity. in eentipoises

v, = Sliding velocity, .i psi see appendix

V,t = Sum velocity, ips

W = Specific loading, Ibs.lin.

The equation breaks down at rhe pitch point where the
sliding velocity is 0.0 and the friction coefficient goes to
infinity.

Using a variable coefficient of friction, the flash t mper-
ature index formula becomes:

Scoring Cri'terion Number
A simplified form of the flash I.emperature index is

presented in the Gear Handbook, by Da..rleDudleypublished
by McGraw-Hili, 1962. A scoring criterion number i.sdefined.

Scori .. b (w) 3/4onng cntenon nurm er r= ...-.} I

. F . 1.1e

'(np) 112
(Pd) 114

where: W, = tangential. driving load. pounds

F~ "" contacting face width inches

np = pinion RPM

Pd "" diametral pitch

Table 1 gives scoring criterion numbers ~or various oils at
various gear blank temperatures.

If the Scoring criterion number is above the va'luesshown
in the table, it possibility exists that scoring will be en-
countered. The gear blank temperature can be taken as the
averageof the oil in and oil out temperatures,

Mi.nimum Film Thickness Crite.r.ion.
Scoring isa phenomenon that will occur wnengears are

operating in the boundary lubncation regimel61 rather than
with a hydrodynamic or elastohydrodynamic ,oil mm
separating the gear teeth. The film thickn.e5S can be
calculated!7.8.91 and compared. to the combin d 'surface
roughness of the contacting elements to determine if metal.
to metal contact is likely to occur. A criterion used to d ter-
mine the possibility of surface distress is the ratio of Hlm
thickness to eemposite surface roughness:

).. - hmin/o

o - -./02 + (,zP I!

where: l\ = Film parameter

hmin .. Minimum oil film thickness, in.

op Pinion average roughness, RMS

og Gea.r average roughness, RMS

The "Partial Elastohydrodynamic" or "mixed" lubrication
regime occurs if the film parameter, A is between approxi-
mately land 4. AI higher values, fun hydrodynamic lubrica-
tion is established and asperity contact is negligible. Below
a ). of 1.Othe:re is a risk of surface distr; s.

May/.l.me 11985 11 'I'



Tabl.f 1

Critical Scoring Criterion Numbers

Blank. Temp., Of 1500 200" 25(10 300,0

Ki~d of on Critical Scoring (n!:l.ex Numbers

AGMA1
AGMA3
AGMA5
AGMA.7
AGMA 8A
Grade 1065

Mil-O-6082B
Grade 1010

Mil-0-6081 B
Sy.nthelic

(TurbD 35)
Synthetic

Mil-L-7S0BD

9000 6000 3000
11000 8000 5000
13000 10000 7000'
15000 12000 9000
17000 14000 11000

2000
4000
6000
8000

15000 12000 9000 6000

12000 9000 6000 2000

17000 14000 11000 BOOO 5000

15000 12000 9000 6000 3000

Scori .. mber = (..WI)onng nu .. ~ . __
Fe

3/4 (np) 112
Wd) 114

PREUURE-Y1ICOIITY COEFFICIENT VI. TEMPERATURE
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The rmrnmum elastohydrodynamic film thickness is
calculated as follows: (Ref. 7 and 8):

= 2.65(G}.54 {U)·70
- (W)·BH

H = ho (Film thickness parameter)
R

h, = Minimum Him thickness, in.

R = Equivalent radius, in.

R = ep • eg

ep ± ,eg

( +. ~xtern<u.I.),
- internal

,ep = pinion radius of curvature, inches

,eg = gear radius of curvature, inches

G = ii E' (Materials parameter)

a = pressure viscosity coefficient, in2/1b (Fig. 6)

L [-.1-ii12. 1-a.22
]

= 2 El + E;··I1
E'

iiI = pinion Poisson's ratio

02 = gear Poisson's ratio

E] = pinion Young's modulus

Ez = gear Young's modulus

W - W'IE.R (Load parameter)

W' Specific loading, Ibs/in.

U 1jz (V1 + vz) Po

E'R

Vl = Wpl!p= rolling velocity of pinion at point of
contact, in/sec .

V2 = wgeg = rolling velocity of gear at point of
contact, in I sec.

Wp = pinion angular velocity, rad/sec,

Wg = gear angular velocity, rad/sec .

.1-'0 - absolute viscosity, Reyns ([b seclin2)

/AD - eZk/ 6.9 (10)6

e = specific gravity (Fig. 7)

2k = kinematic viscosity, centistokes (Fi.g. 8)

CI.05Uf'e

An extensive survey of aerospace power gears operating
with synthetic lubricants at high temperature revealed that
calculated oil. films were in the order of 0.000010' to 0.000020
inches. With surface roughness in the order of 20 RMS it can
be seen that these gears are operating with>. less than 1.0;
are in the boundary lubrication regime and, therefore, prone
to scoring problems.
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Table 2

Pili I[ln teeth: 25
Pinion speed I:.!.223 rpm
Filct' Width 1 0 !n

DI..m~ll1lt puch 10
Lubneant typ ..•· MJlrL..·23699 nil
011 VllK'Q1.!l)' J 22 t 10 411o.rc.ln 'I

GPa:r malelut SAlE gJ·I0 S"1:ft!1

DHiirn, Pa... md~l'il

G.., loeln illi
HOlRpowtir 21U
Hrh'l alill. 0
PnnUft AnIilJ" 25-
UP.' bl"nk 'empe-rat.urP 160' F
;PI'HI'Un!' ¥U('DI.ll}ll a.m"II!b.1 11 '4i 110 ·11.n It Ib
Surf.t't!, :Ii nLlh 20 ,YIn rrt\JIi

EHDFII ..
I't1<lion, Fl.. h n...b Thl.,.... '".. , Fila

Roll ,A'Dli,e,. 'Coemcient. Temper,l,hlll"ll Tr.mpe.rature ,...... P."II!!f!'t;pr.
" (d~.1 { RJn, .1T~"FI· RI.fl, -lTL-Flt t"m ~ h.

153~ 00 0 0 0 00
1641 0,014 0 '0 2'.! 017
1.7~O 0.018 18 ~8 21 073
1880 O~I ~ 68 ~ ~7~
1969 0023 28 11 ~ Q7I
2078 0.025 30 10 ~ on
2187 0~7 30 64 ~ 072
221M! 0030 30 tiv ~ 071
24 O<~ 0032 22 (2 21 073,
25 ]4, 0035 13 2.'l 21 075
2623 00<11 7 22 01.
2712 00<10 9 U 07
2841 00.1<1 13 25 23 0
29~ 00:>] 22 4] 2lI 0 I
3059 O.O2~ 25 ~2 24 0&4
alii!! 0026 25 59 25 0
3277 0.024 25 62 28 09]
3386 0021 22 61 2. Q

a495 0019 18 57 29 10]
3~04 0016 13 4 30 1011
31 13 0.012 7 33 :w I II

'f, ••• nabl.
tf held ron.tanl 0.1 0.06
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rung mactunes
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GEAR TOOTH SCORENG
(continued from page 14)

.APPENDlX 1
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r. E C sin <1>, - e.

II. - 1 "",t. - <M,t.1
v, .. <M,t. + "',t.

Table 2 shows the results of a computer analysis of a high
speed gear set with standard addendums. The flash
temperature index is the maximum flash temperature rise,
7rF, plus the gear bulk temperature 160oP. The index of
231°F presents a low scoring risk (Fig. 5) which could be
slightly reduced by optimizing tooth proportions. The
cakulatedcoeffident of friction is significantly lower than
the assumed valued of 0.06 with a corresponding lower flash
temperajure rise. The calculated minimum film thickness is
0.000020 with a ). term oJ .71 indicating operation in the
boundary lubrication regime.
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